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Nick Ebert takes on
the Carolina baseball
diamond, leading his
team SEC success.
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Class parodies commercial
Students create video
in attempt to get O’Brien
to award ceremony
Hunter Hardinge

TOMORROW

TUESDAY, MARCH 31, 2009

STAFF WRITER

Vroom. Vroom. Pa r t y
Starter. This catch phrase,
i nt ro duc ed i n t he 20 0 9
Super Bowl commercial for
Bud Light featuring Conan
O’Brien, helped the ad to
be the 2009 Ad Bowl Poll
winner.
With this recognition, students in Associate Professor
Bonnie Drewniany’s Honors
College Super Bowl advertising class decided it would be
a great idea to have Conan
O’Brien come to USC and
receive the Cocky Award,
along with the creators, USC
alumni Chicago art director
John Baker and copywriter
Jeff Oswald.
“We wanted him to come
to USC, so our teacher called
his agent, but unfortunately
he charges $150,000 for an
appearance and there was
no way that would work,”
said first-year international

relations student Molly Doggett. “We decided the best
way to catch his attention
was to do a parody of the
commercial.”
With the drive to reach
their goal, the class put forth
all their effort into making a
video showcasing how much
they wanted O’Brien to visit.
Through scriptwriting and
filming, the students wanted
to tie in elements from the
original commercial, as well
as make it their own. They
also had help f rom USC
President Harris Pastides.
“The students really wanted him in the video. President
Pastides was so welcoming of
the idea and had no problem doing the funny dance
moves,” Drewniany said.
With Pastides’ help, the
advert ising class worked
hard to spread t he word.
Soon they heard that their
commercial had caught the
attention of a major newspaper and Web site.
“We have got ten press
about it,” Drewniany said.
“There was an article in the
New York Post about us as
well as information on the
Web site Junebug.”

Courtesy of ESPN.com

The Honors Super Bowl advertising class invited Conan O’Brien to receive the Cocky Award.
After hearing about the
video, some other students,
along with some national
press, said they thought it
was a very persuasive idea.
Jill Seufer, a first-year hotel, restaurant and tourism
management student said it’s
a very different and creative
idea.
“I’m sure if Conan O’Brien
sees it he will be very flattered that they made a video

Petition aims to improve
education system in SC

about him,” Seufer said.
With the Cocky Award for
Best Super Bowl Commercial being presented today
at 9:30 a.m. in the Capstone
Auditorium, it’s still a mystery whether or not Conan
O’Brien w ill act ually be
present to receive the award,
along with advertising creator John Baker.
“Professor Drewniany did
call Conan O’Brien’s agent

back to tell him about the
video,” Doggett said. “The
agent said that Conan had
seen t he v ideo a nd h ad
quote, ‘Got a kick out of it,’
but that the best bet of him
ever seeing the award would
be to send a picture of it,
unfortunately.”
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@sc.edu

Alpha Phi Alpha Probate

Web site encourages
support for quality
public schooling
Jimmy’s Trailer Park
gives you the 411 on the
summer’s upcoming flicks.
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DIFFERENT STROKES
Are philanthropy events
useless self-congratulatory
efforts or is there merit
behind their efforts?
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Online Exclusive
VIEWPOINTS ONLINE
Columnist Mandi Sordelet
loves her technology -except when she’s behind
the wheel. Find out what
South Carolina is looking
to do about cell phone
use while driving.
Columnist Dan Solley
continues to rant on
annoying behavior in the
classroom. This week: the
inconsiderate classtime
muncher.
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The Web site GoodbyeMinimallyAdequate.com gives
the state a chance to have
better schools and higher
quality education.
Histor y of the ongoing
fight toward public education
and a petition for students
and the community to sign is
provided on the Web site.
Bud Fer il lo, Fer il lo &
Associates Inc.’s president,
was the producer, advertiser,
public relations agent and
director of the fi lm “CORRIDOR OF SHAME: The
Neglect of South Carolina’s
Rural Schools.” This film is
a documentary some of the
state’s leaders and foundations asked Ferillo to create
in order to educate South
Carolinians about how the
problems in these schools
impact the entire state.
“These are the districts
where a f unding gap has
contributed to an achievement gap,” Ferillo said. “In
turn, these academically distressed districts pull down
the state’s averages in virtually every area, from reading
levels in elementary school
to high rates of dropouts in
high school. The state has
done nothing to address this
disparity in funding.”
Ferillo is coordinating a
statewide campaign for constitutional action, aiming
to raise the state’s standard
and expectations for public
education.
Ferillo said every South
Carolinian of school age
and above can sign the petition to support this effort
at www.GoodbyeMinimallyAdequate.com. Florida,
Virginia and Maryland have
adopted t his lang uage in
their constitutions and it
has led to better funding of
their public school systems
from preschool to graduate
school.
“That is what we need in
South Carolina,” Ferillo said,

Courtesy of corridorofshame.com

Bud Ferillo’s documentary
outlines S.C.’s ‘minimally
adequate’ school systems.
“nothing less.”
Sout h Carolina School
I mprovement Cou ncil
Executive Director Cassie
Barber said ago the General Assembly put into state
statutes more than 30 years
ago that every K-12 school
in S.C. would have a School
Improvement Council made
up of at least two parents,
selected by parents, and two
teachers, selected by teachers.
“These School Improvement Councils are more than
15,000 people strong at this
point, in more than 1,164
public schools,” Barber said.
“This is the largest education organization in S.C.”
Barber said the board and
the state office decided to
sign a resolution in support
of the Goodbye Minimally
Adequate campaign.
“What that campaign is,
folks may be familiar with
the lawsuit where several
school districts along the
I-95 corridor sued the state
about the idea that public
education that was available
along the corridor was not
good as what was available
as other parts of the state
and that all children in our
state should have access to
equally good educat ion,”
Barber said.
The lawsuit didn’t come
out as well as the other districts had hoped, “with the
judge ruling some changes
SCHOOLS ● 3
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Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity held their probate, or “coming out” ceremony, for all
new fraternity members last night. Other fraternities and sororities came to show
support. The 11 new members were introduced before the step show began.

68 arrested at Carolina Cup
Camden police chief says offenders
down by 35 from last year
at Saturday’s annual horse race
Josh Dawsey
STAFF WRITER

Sixty-eight arrests were made by the
Camden Police Department at Saturday’s Carolina Cup, said Camden Police
Chief Joseph Floyd. Others were issued
underage drinking citations by SLED
without being arrested.
The number is down from last year,
when 103 people were arrested at the
annual race. Not all of those offenders

were incarcerated, Floyd said, but most
were. Exact incarceration figures were
not available.
Offenders were written tickets that
range from $265 to $470. If convicted,
the offender loses his or her driver’s
license.
But for some that received tickets,
Floyd said there is hope.
“Most people that haven’t previously
been on PTI are eligible through the
courts here in Camden,” Floyd said.
“T hen, t hei r el ig ibi l it y wou ld be
through the magistrate’s office in Kershaw County.”
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@sc.edu
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• There w ill be a n open
for um on t he economy
tomor row at 8 p.m. i n
the Lumpkin Auditorium
on the eighth floor of the
BA. The Economic and
Fi na nce Depa r t ment
Chairman and fiscal policy
expert Caroline Strobel of
the accounting department
will attend. The event is
open to all students of any
major. Anyone will have
the chance to participate
in a Q & A session or to
propose their own solutions to the experts and
receive feedback. For more
information, email David
Hughes at hughess3@mailbox.sc.edu.
• The International Student
Association, in collaboration with the International
Student Services Office,
will host the 10th Annual
World Night April 5 at 6
p.m. in the Russell House
Ballroom. Open to t he
public, doors open at 5:30
p.m. Tickets cost $5 for
students with a valid student ID and $7 for community members. Admission includes a sampling
of foods from around the
world; food is limited and
is served on a first-come
basis.
• For any faculty member
wishing to get information,
join the “Faculty Fighting
Cancer” team or to donate
to USC’s Relay for Life,
visit http://main.acsevents.
org/goto/uscfaculty. For
more information, contact
the USC Relay for LIFE
Facult y Adv isor Henr y
Chappell at (803) 777-4940
or chappell@moore.sc.edu.
The event will take place
April 3-4 at the Blatt P.E.
Field to raise money for
cancer sur vivors and to
honor cancer victims.

Willia m Bates, fro m
Brownwood, Texas, is a USC
music professor.
Bates has worked at USC
since 1978 serving as a n orga n
professor, a music history/
literature coordinator a nd
previously as both the
associate dea n a nd the
graduate student director for
the music school.
Q: If you could meet any U.S.
president, living or deceased, who
would it be?
A: I think it’d be fascinating to meet
George Washington because of his
influence and leadership.
Q: What do you like to do in your free
time?
A: Let’s put it this way, I have very, very
little free time outside of school and
research. But, the most important thing
after all that is worshipping every Sunday
morning.
Q: What do you enjoy the most about
your job?
A: Contact with the students.
Q: Do you play any musical
instruments?
A: I play the orgran.
— Compiled by News Editor Liz Segrist

Kara Roache / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Karmen Kaufmann and Jessica Huggins lay their Carolina Cup dresses and hats out
to dry after a day in the rain. Carolina Cup was held this past Saturday in Camden.

Local

National

World

South Carolina Gov. Mark
Sanford said in a letter Monday that legislators should be
blamed for budget-cutting
woes tied to federal stimulus
money.
The Republican governor heaps blame on Senate
Finance Committee Chairma n Hugh Leat her ma n ,
R-Florence, for the state’s
fiscal problems. He rejected
Leatherman’s call to reconsider a decision to not use
$350 million in federal budget
stabilization help for South
Carolina unless it goes to pay
down state debt.
Sanford is the Republican
Governors Association chairman and has raised his political profile — and speculation
of a possible 2012 presidential
bid — as a frequent critic of
federal stimulus plans. He
said the money will devalue
the dollar and saddle generations with debt. So, if the
money is used at all, he said it
should be used to reduce state
borrowing.
Sanford’s plans have been
twice rejected by the White
House, which said the money
has to be used first to help
public education and spare
jobs.

FA RG O, N.D. — O ne
family offered their home
to a nyone lef t homele ss
by f looding, even sharing
their securit y entry code.
When another couple lost
their house, total strangers
showed up at their hotel with
chicken dinners, brownies
and quilts.
In the neighborly spirit
synonymous with North Dakota, some people have given
out their phone numbers on
radio talk shows, offering
shelter to any listeners in
need. The generosity is so
common that even as thousands of people are driven
out of their homes by the
overflowing Red River, most
storm shelters are virtually
empty.
“There is a different flavor
up here — the type of hardworking ethic and the people
helping each other up here
that you don’t see in a lot
of cities,” said Tom Hlady,
who signed up through his
church to take as many as
nine people into his fivebedroom home.
On Monday, weary residents were grateful to see the
Red River retreating after
its steady, threatening climb
last week.

SEOUL, South Korea —
Japa ne se, Sout h Korea n
and U.S. missile-destroying
sh ips set sail to mon itor
Nort h Korea’s imminent
rocket launch, as Pyongyang stoked tensions Monday by detaining a South
Korean worker for allegedly
denouncing the North’s political system.
North Korea said it will
s e nd a c om mu n ic at ion s
satellite into orbit between
April 4 and 8. The U.S.,
S out h K or e a a nd Jap a n
suspect the regime is using
t he lau nch to test longrange missile technolog y,
and warn it would face U.N.
sanctions under a Security
Council resolution banning
the country from any ballistic activity.
North Korea has threatened to quit international
talks on its nuclear disarmament if punished with
sanctions. The communist
regime’s main newspaper,
Rodong Sinmun, reiterated
that warning Sunday, saying
the talks will “completely
collapse” if taken to t he
Security Council.

Lake Murray Blvd (across from Zaxbys)
(803) 732 7880

— The Associated Press
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needed to be in early childhood and what was available.”
Barber also said the lawsuit is being appealed and
they are waiting for the Supreme Court to make a ruling on the appeal. Former
state Supreme Court Justice
Ernest Fenning supports
the Goodbye Minimally
Adequate campaign.
Barber said if one quarter
of the population of this
state sends a message to
the General Assembly, it
should get their attention
that public education needs
to be the number one focus
of this state. She said people
can also get involved with
PTO, join a committee or
mentor a child.
“Once the million signatures are obtained, then the
campaign would present it
to the legislature and they
would propose legislation
to put this question on the
ballot in 2010,” Barber said.
“Hopefully, the General

Assembly would support
t hat a nd t hen it wou ld
come down to the people
who need to support high
quality education for our
children or not.”
Ferillo said t he court
case brought by t he 36
rural school districts is now
before the South Carolina
Supreme Court awaiting a
final decision.
“ T he w hole c ou nt r y
needs to wake up to the
crisis in America’s education,” Ferillo said. “We are
slipping in our standing in
the world and our economy
depends entirely on a creative, educated workforce,
one that has been schooled
in math, science, technology and foreign languages.
I think the Obama Administration gets it, and I think
we’ll see more leadership
and initiatives from the federal government now that
we have more enlightened
leadership in Washington.”
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@sc.edu

School Petition Information
To sign the petition, visit GoodbyeMinimallyAdequate.
com. By signing the petition via the Web, “you are
voicing your support of a constitutional amendment to
replace South Carolina’s dismal standard of ‘minimally
adequate’ with a new expectation of ‘high quality
education’ for our public school children.”
There are 47,800 signatures thus far.
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I-Comm Week prepares students
Sixth annual event
promotes communication,
real world knowledge
The Mass Communications and Information Studies College hosts its sixth
a n nu a l I - C o m m We e k .
There are a variety of events
throughout the week to promote “how information and
communication are essential
to understanding the crisis at
hand and the path beyond,”
according to sc.edu.
Cocky Award for Best
Super Bowl Commercial
9:30 to 10:45 a.m.
Capstone Auditorium
Cocky will present the
award to USC alumni
Chicago art director John
Baker and copywriter Jeff
Oswald.
Taylor/Tomlin Award for
Investigative Journalism
11 a.m. to 12:15 p.m.
Capstone Auditorium
The LISSA Symposium
— Writing and Talking
Your Way into a Job
1:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Davis College, room 112
The Library and Infor-

FAMOUS

SLAW DOGS

2 $299
FOR

mation Science Student
Association presents USC’s
Career Center program
manager Anne Orange to
discuss resume writing and
interviewing for librarians.
The Political Power of
Online Video
2 to 3:15 p.m.
Coliseum, room 3001
Kate Albright-Hanna, a
journalist turned Emmywinning documentary
filmmaker, joined Obama’s
media team in 2007. She
will discuss her experiences
with journalism, politics
and business, as well as
the importance of visual
storytelling.

“Cause Marketing”
presentation by Gloria
Rosanio of CIGNA
Corporate Communications.
2 to 3:15 p.m.
Law School Auditorium
An insurance company
hopes to educate students on
health care. It is composed
of three courses: “Back
to the Basics,” explaining
health insurance; “What’s
Your Plan,” outlining
health care plans and “Take
Action Now,” studying the
Democratic and Republican
parties’ health care platforms. The curriculum on
the Web site is also available
on Facebook, flickr.com,
YouTube and iTunes podcasts.

Courtesy of washingtonpost.com

Kate Albright-Hanna will
speak today about her
professional experiences.
— Information from http://
www.sc.edu/cmcis/news/
archive/icomm09/
— Compiled by News Editor
Liz Segrist
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@sc.edu
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BRAD MAXWELL

Philanthropy eﬀorts serve as little more
than ego boost for participating students
I don’t want to buy anything from your bake sale,
I don’t want to give you my
change and I don’t care about
whatever cause you’re advocating. Campus will soon
wind down as we call it a
year. Accordingly, just about
every campus organization
is making a final push with
some sort of philanthropic
initiative. These sudden
acts of philanthropy — just
somewhat beneficial — are
supposed to be a motivational awakening to do good
deeds. But in reality, they
pester the student population and appear as redemption for being unconcerned
throughout most of the year.
Just like anything else there
are exceptions to this, but
is it just a coincidence that
most groups put off their
community obligations until
the end of each semester?
Almost saying “gosh, do we
have to?” when it comes time
to facilitate giving. Either
that or its just convenient
with timing. In the fall it’s
near t he w inter holiday
season. In the spring, it coincides with Christian Lent
and Easter — the ultimate
time for some good ole soul
purification. Oh, I don’t
want to forget the guilt trips
or that we’re all too busy to
say “No” anyway.
These hit-you-up st yle
events and campaigns only
seem to care about one thing
— pressing the immediate
issue and sapping support.
If the philanthropic garbage
was being bought or mass
contribution was occurring,
don’t the organizers think
the public would have joined
their cause already? That’s
what’s so unbelievable about
the grand scheme of all this
... the organizations — all
jockeying for whatever charity college students presumably have — fail to realize
people really don’t give a
damn.
Here’s an idea — how
about we kick lazy philan-

thropies to the curb and do
some good year-round and
not just ask for crap monetary contributions or tie in
some perk for the do-gooder.
Whatever happened to the
intrinsic value of doing the
right t hing?
Not to mention doing it
often. I find it
hard to believe
anyone is feeling intrinsic
value af ter
eating a charCAM BYRD
it y c up c a k e
Fifth-year
or running a
public
charity 5k or
relations
worse, playing
student
f---ing charity
golf.
We’d start off doing some
good by just acknowledging we suck at caring about
other people in situations
unrelated to our own. Take
the homeless for example
or, for those really heartless folks out there, disabled
veterans.
Get your philanthropic
acts together and quit with
the sob stories. Let’s start
doing service year-round
with continuously beneficial
effects. No more presentations of oversized checks,
and cut back on the goofy
events desperately tied to
being charitable. As one of
my colleagues elaborated
in their thoughts about this
issue: Doesn’t much of this
philanthropic bombardment
amount to an “orgy of selfcongratulation” anyway?
Precisely my point, although perhaps more vulgar
and somewhat more succinct. Next time when propositioned to participate in
charitable acts, think about
why you’re doing it. For the
immediacy? And who’s really
benefitting? Your feel-good
needs? After all it’s going to
take to rectify philanthropy
and charity, consider what
this old German proverb
has to say: “Charity sees the
need, not the cause.”

Service should be celebrated: regardless
of motivation, community still beneﬁts
Nothing is safe from
scr ut i ny a ny more. We
argue all the time, about
p ol it ic s , rel ig ion , t he
power of the media and an
unsteady economy. Arguments over these things
always made
sense to me,
si nce t he y
are actually
over controversial
issues. But
I have to
w o n d e r
AMANDA
w h at k i nd
DAVIS
of world we
Third-year
live in when
English
commustudent
nity service
become s a
topic of debate.
A re there people who
participate in community
service just to get that signature to fulfill a University 101 or organizational
(or for that matter, legal)
requirement? Of course.
Plenty of times I’ve gone
to events and seen people
rush less to the stacks of
building supplies then to
the back of the line wasting their time. At Dance
Marathon, plenty of girls
camp out in the changi ng room s, wa it i ng to
hear that obnoxious and
incessant, high-pitched
whistle ringing in their
ears, beckoning them to
actually — gasp — go out
and dance.
While these people irritate me, while I hate that
they will go home and add
“Dance Marathon” and
“Relay for Life” and the
like to their resumes, doing so more for the addition and bragging rights, I
figure it’s their loss. Either
way, the organizations and
people who benefit from
these events are getting a
little something, even if it
is only a check.
T hat sa id, plent y of
org a n iz at ion s a nd t he
individuals in those or-

ganizations participate in
these events to — believe
it or not — actually help
those in need, whether it
be a hospital, a sick child,
a tattered community or
a group of our own town’s
hu nger - a nd p over t ystricken.
You may look at t he
Greek banners and fliers
around campus as selfserving, a broadcast of a
one-time event that boosts
participators’ consciences
more than actual funds,
but you are wrong to write
them off. First, many of
t he people involved in
these events are dedicated
and hardworking, spending more time on planning
these events than many of
us spent wasting our time
in the Horseshoe those
same afternoons, too busy
to participate.
A nd even if many of
t hese one-t i me or a nnual events are more about
making the participators
feel l i ke t he y ’ve done
somet hing, even if t he
individuals only fill out
that check or eat wings or
win a tug-of-war battle for
their own entertainment
or say-so, I have to ask:
Who cares?
Does it make their efforts any less important?
While I would love each
person to spend more of
their time focused on those
who need help, spending
more than one day each
seme ster i n a n overly
publicized event to lend
a helping hand, the good
they do is still there. The
children, the homeless, the
homes, whatever it is, they
are still getting the help
they need. The motivation
behind it, though hopefully is more genuine and
of goodwill than not, isn’t
the whole point.
In the end, what matters
is that people who benefit
from service are getting
the help they need.

Newspapers must adapt to survive
Future of print dailies remains
uncertain, yet papers are crucial
for societal success, advancement
“I’m mad as hell and I’m not going to
take it anymore.”
Actor Peter Finch howled these
words as broadcaster Howard Beale in
the seminal 1976 film “Network.”
Now, in 2009, I am screaming them
as well.
With the collapse of the economy
the past year has come the foreseen collapse of the newspaper industry. Papers
are bleeding cash and
advertisers are looking
for different mediums
through which to sell
their goods.
To wit: The Rock y
Mountain News, just
COLIN JONES shy of its 150-year anniversar y, has folded
Third-year
and The Seattle Postprint
Intelligencer and The
journalism
Christ ian Science
student
Monitor have shifted to
online-only formats.
Last week, The New York Times
Co. laid off 100 employees and cut
salaries by five percent for remaining
employees, and on the very same day
The Washington Post offered to buy
out the jobs of a number of employees.
While I don’t call myself a professional newspaperman — I write for and
edit the entertainment section here at
The Daily Gamecock — I would call
myself a concerned citizen, and this
news is troubling.

So here and now I am proposing a
bailout for the news industry. Not a
financial-based rescue plan like the
banks and car companies are receiving,
but a bailout of ideas and thought.
To better serve you, the reader, we
in the business need to catch up to the
technological times. If the old guard of
newspaper royalty refuses to, then this
generation will be the ones to carry the
baton into the millennium.
Multimedia and convergence are
the future for us and it seems to be the
present for you. With the rise of Twitter, Facebook, Skype and YouTube, it
is apparent that the media needs to get
with the times and adapt.
If these ideas take hold, we will be
tweeting and blogging into the future
right along with you in an interactive
news industry where reader and writer
connect on a personal level.
And for the online arena, we should
implement the system of pay-to-read
that former managing editor of Time
Magazine, Walter Isaacson, proposed
in his February article on the newspaper industry in Time. While it may
be uncomfortable for some readers,
Isaacson says that in order to stay afloat,
online content must not be free for
newspapers.
Without this plan the problem will
spread. It’s not just national, it’s local as
well for us here in Columbia.
According to a report by the Free
Times of Columbia, McClatchy, the
company that owns The State, cut 11
percent of the newspaper’s workforce.
This is only the beginning. If things
don’t change soon then we could see

the death of the big-city daily in the
next decade.
In an article from The New York
Times, Mike Simonton, a senior director at Fitch Ratings, has predicted that
within the next two years we could see
newspaper markets shift to being void
of any news outlet. If Simonton’s trend
continues, in 10 years’ time the bigcity daily could turn into the no-city
nothing.
Plain and simple, this is not good for
society. While some choose to receive
their news from television networks
like CNN or FOX, newspapers serve
a vital role in regulating and reporting
on society.
David Simon, a former newspaper
writer for the Baltimore Sun and the
man behind the HBO show “The
Wire,” stated in a recent interview with
The Guardian that the termination of
the newspaper business would in turn
lead to an uptick in corruption.
Newspapers have been intricately
involved in the rooting out and exposing of politically and socially corrupt
figures. Think Watergate. Think Pentagon Papers.
Without newspapers these stories
that changed American society would
have been swept under the rug and
forgotten altogether.
Without this bailout and a severe
shift, the news industry is in trouble.
But if it is implemented and a multimedia revolution occurs within the business from young, motivated journalists,
then newspapers could experience a
revolution the likes of which has yet to
be seen.
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PETA hypocritical in
animal euthanization
Michael Vick could learn a thing or two from PETA.
Last year alone, PETA euthanized 2,124 stray pets in its
care, according to Virginia Department of Agriculture and
Consumer Services reports. Even worse, they only managed to fi nd homes for seven. According to the Center for
Consumer Freedom, they allegedy killed 95 percent of the
pets in their care.
95 percent? Vick only killed 50 percent of the animals in
his care.
The fact that such a fanatical animal rights group as PETA
kills that many animals is appalling. How can a group so
dedicated to animal rights,
so hell-bent on ridding the
world of every fur jacket, run
a slaughterhouse?
PETA claims that the reason they have euthanized so
many of the pets is simple
— they don’t run an adoption agency. If they aren’t an
adoption agency, then why are they even taking animals into
their possession in the fi rst place? If it isn’t their job, they
should leave the animal rescue for an organization that is
actually concerned with saving animals, because after killing
21,339 since 1998, it’s pretty apparent that they aren’t.
PETA is downright hypocritical. Harping on meat-eaters
and fur-wearers on one day and killing five or six adoptable
animals the next doesn’t mix. It’s like an anti-gun activist going to the firing range at the end of the day. PETA’s actions
are downright bewildering.
We do know one thing, however. We’d let Vick be our
dogsitter before we would let PETA.

We’d let Michael
Vick be our dogsitter
before would let
PETA.

CORRECTIONS
If you see an error in today’s paper, we want to know about
it. E-mail us at sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu

ITʼS YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s Viewpoints page is to stimulate discussion in the University
of South Carolina community. All
published authors are expected to
provide logical arguments to back
their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages
readers to voice opinions and offers
three methods of expression: letters
to the editor, guest columns and
feedback on dailygamecock.com.
L et ter s a nd g ue st colu m n s
should be submitted via e-mail to
gamecockeditor@sc.edu. Letters
must be 200 to 300 words in length
and include the author’s name, year

in school and area of study.
We also invite st udent leaders and USC faculty members to
submit guest columns. Columnists
should keep submissions to about
500 words in length and include the
author’s name and position. Guest
columns are limited to three per
author per semester.
The editor reserves the right to
edit and condense submissions for
length and clarity, or not publish
at all.
A ll subm issions become t he
property of The Daily Gamecock
and must conform to the legal standards of USC Student Media.
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“The diffi culty of literature is not to
write, but to write what you mean.”
— Robert Louis Stevenson
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J IMMY ’ S T RAILER P ARK
‘Where the Wild Things Are’ heads multifarious list
of anticipated ﬁlms set for release in second half of 2009
Jimmy Gilmore
STAFF WRITER

There’s been a storm of trailers in recent weeks for not only the big summer projects, but
also the very first look at some of the most anticipated movies of the fall. Here are some of
the more anticipated among the new batch:
The trailer of the week goes to the jaw-dropping first look at Spike Jonze’s adaptation of
“Where the Wild Things Are.” Transforming the beloved children’s story into a big-screen
adventure has piqued interest since it was announced.
With beautiful special effects shots that fully capture and expand the beautiful fantasy and
childhood wonder of the source, the vivacious trailer instantly jumps the film onto the charts
of this fall’s most anticipated offerings.

Director Sam Mendes, fresh off the literary adaptation “Revolutionary Road,” goes for a
smaller, more intimate look at the simultaneous strain and the beauty of budding families in
his nimble comedy/drama “Away We Go.” Teaming with stars John Krasinski (TV’s “The
Office”) and Maya Rudolph (“Saturday Night Live”), the film is a road movie about a young
couple trying to figure out where to live as they’re about to give birth to their first child.
The smallness of the project and its ensemble feel seems to have liberated it from Mendes’
aesthetic strangleholds, which have threatened to eclipse some of his previous works. With
a tight budget and a script co-written by Dave Eggers, it promises to be a wonderful latesummer treat.
Fans of globally acclaimed Spanish fi lmmaker Pedro Almodovar will be thrilled to see
that the first trailer for his latest, “Broken Embraces,” is finally available, although only in
Spanish and currently without subtitles.
Regardless, this trailer shows off recent Oscar-winner Penelope Cruz in all her acting
prime, with enough stunningly constructed images to get a real flavor of writer/director
Almodovar at the top of his game, even with the language barrier.
Also available is a new look at summer comedy “Year One,” starring Jack Black and
Michael Cera as two banished cavemen. The laughs are hit-and-miss in the trailer, and the
production values are a notch lower than that, but the two star powers could crank enough
chemistry between them to satisfy.
Joining the summer comedy blend is “The Hangover,” the new film from director Todd
Phillips (“Old School”). Taking the question, “What happened last night?” to a ridiculous
extreme, “The Hangover” is about three friends who try to throw their groom-to-be buddy
a Vegas bachelor party for the ages, but then wake up to find him missing.
The trailer offers only glimpses of potential comedic chaos, but the whirlwind over-thetop feel gives “The Hangover” the promise of a terrific, haphazard comedy.
Summit Entertainment casts their hats into the competitive computer-generated
animation ring with “Astro Boy,” about a young robot boy with incredible powers. The
trailer features enough superhero-inspired visuals to make it passable, and voice work from
stars Freddie Highmore, Nicholas Cage and Nathan Lane, among others, certainly increases
the draw, but there’s little to distinguish the film in a market dominated by Disney/Pixar and
Dreamworks Animation.
All trailers are available to stream online at youtube.com or apple.com/trailers.
Comments on this story? E-mail gamecockfeatures@sc.edu

Hot New Releases
Exploring online virtual economies
I once saw a headline that
st ated, “Ba n k Fa ilu re i n
Second Life Leads to Calls
for Regulation.” I suppose
we’ve been seeing headlines
like that around quite a lot
these days. Except if you know
anything about Second Life,
you’ll immediately realize
why this headline is strange:
Second Life is a game.
It i s a g r e at y e a r f or
g a m i n g, w it h World of
Warcraft (WoW for all you
geeks out there) reaching a
record-breaking 11.5 million
subscribers last December.
Every WoW player — I’m
sure you k now a few who
spend far too much t ime
hacking up virtual dragons
when they should be studying
chemist r y — k nows t hat
online gaming is far more
serious than the rest of us
make of it. There are now
more than 50 widely played
Massively Multiplayer Online
(M MO) games that bring
together people from all over
the world to do anything
from f ly through space to
have virtual relationships
(yes, there’s even virtual sex).
In all, the online gaming
industry now sits as a multibi l l ion dol l a r i ndu s t r y,
with a significant amount
of money made just from
selling the online currencies
for real money. That’s right,
people pay real money for
fake money. Not only do
they pay for money but also
for items, characters and
for other people to level up
their characters. W hen I
quit playing another MMO
called Eve Online, I sold my
character for $250.
The real game-changer
(literally) occurred a few
years ago when the socialnet work ing game Second
L i fe wa s i nt ro duc ed b y
Linden Labs . This game
featured a currency called
Linden Dollars (L$) that
could be bought through the
“LindeX,” which resembled
a currency exchange. People
were all the rage. Second
Life allowed you to create
virtual objects and then sell
them to other people to earn
L$, which in turn could be
exchanged for real money.
For t he f irst t ime, you
could make a living by doing
nothing but playing games.
You know it had reached a new
level when Business Week
reported one player, whose
avatar goes by the name of
Anshe Chung, was making

millions selling virtual real
estate . Ot her businesses
got on board, sett ing up
storefronts and models to
show off their counterparts
in the real world.
Unfor t u nately a l l t h is
hype was premature — the
dotcom bubble burst for the
virtual worlds. Second Life,
by most reports, is dying
out and was never all that
popular to begin with. Plus,
players quickly found out
that Linden Dollars weren’t
a real currency nor was the
LindeX a real exchange.
Through some legal jargon
juggling it turned out that
Linden Labs was just using
the words “currency” and
“exchange” as metaphors
and they really reserved the
right to confiscate and delete
Linden dollars at their whim.
That’s hardly somet hing
I’d be willing to bet on. It
is, after all, hard enough to
trust the government with
controlling our money.
But the next stage to a real
bona fide virtual economy
is almost here. Just last week
the Associated Press reported
that a new online company,
Entropia, had just struck
a deal with a local bank in
Sweden to of fer real life
banking services within the
game. This provide Entropia
with the t ype of external
stabilit y and reassurance
that Second Life lacked. It
means that the Government
Bank Insurance program
(the Swedish equivalent of
the FDIC) can now extend
to your virtual account.It’s
changes like these that are
getting the creators of these
companies to open up to the
idea of real virtual economies.
And the general consensus
among those academics who
watch virtual economies at
the professional blog Terra
Nova is t hat du r i ng t he
recession more people will
start playing these games. It
makes me wonder: Will there
be a small portion of our
population who, after getting
laid off, begin to play these
games and find that they can
make more money playing in
a virtual economy than they
can in the real world? Will
these people ever go back
to getting a real job? And,
honestly, is that all that bad?
We’ll have to wait and see.
Either way, I would definitely
keep a serious eye on the
future of these online games.

DVD

CD

Films in Theaters

“Seven Pounds”
“Slumdog
Millionaire”
“Marley and Me”
“Jim Gaffigan: King
Baby”
“Chain Reaction”
— Blu-Ray

2pac — “Greatest
Hits”
Bell X1 — “Blue
Lights On The
Runway”
Gomez — “A New
Tide”Peter, Bjorn
and John — “Living
Thing”
Tori Amos — “Legs
and Boots”

“Fast and Furious”
“Adventureland”
“Alien Trespass”
“Bart Got a Room”
“Gigantic”

Director recreates ﬁrst summer job
experience in NY ‘Adventureland’
Film explores teenage woes
of seasonal employment
Rafer Guzmán
The Associated Press

NEW YORK — If you ever visited
Farmingdale, N.Y.’s Adventureland
amusement park in the mid-1980s and
failed to win that giant plushy prize,
Greg Mottola, a Long Island native
whose 1984 summer job there inspired
his new film, “Adventureland,” may
have an explanation.
“I remember vividly getting my
training at the job and being shown
how all the games are rigged,” Mottola,
44, said in a recent interview. “There
was a sense like a magician’s code:
You’re not supposed to give it away.”
In the film, which opens Friday,
idealist ic college graduate James
Brennan (Jesse Eisenberg, “The Squid
and the Whale”) finds himself reduced
to working at a seedy amusement park
where things aren’t quite what they
seem. The basketball hoops have
been hammered into subtle ovals,
making it all but impossible to sink a
ball, while at another game, bowler
hats are fi rmly glued to the heads of
dummies for guaranteed resistance to
softballs. Likewise, the heart of his coworker Em Lewin (Kristen Stewart,
“Twilight”) proves difficult to win.
A s f o r t o d a y ’s L o n g I s l a n d
Adventureland, a park staffer, who
would not give his name, said no one
there had seen the film or had any
information about it. He declined
to comment further or answer any
questions about the park.
Both Mottola and a publicist for
Miramax Films acknowledged that the
Farmingdale park was never contacted,
partly because “Adventureland” is set
in a fictitious park in Pittsburgh. And

Mottola noted that the Farmingdale
location has been so dramatically
renovated t hat it bea rs l it t le
resemblance to the place he remembers
from the summer of 1984.
“A d v e nt u r e l a n d h a s c h a n g e d
completely, there’s almost nothing
left from when I was there,” Mottola
said. “It’s a much more family-friendly
place now.”
That’s one reason Mottola chose to
shoot mostly in Kennywood, a historic
Pennsylvania amusement park that
has retained its yesteryear ambience.
Mottola also fudged the year, setting
the fi lm in 1987 so he could include
cherished songs like The Cure’s “Just
Like Heaven” and Falco’s “Rock Me
Amadeus.” (Music for the original
score was composed by the indie-rock
trio Yo La Tengo.)
Fans of Mottola’s first two films may
recognize the blend of bittersweet
autobiography and broad teen comedy
t hat mark s “Advent ureland.” H is
1996 debut, the satirical drama “The
Daytrippers” (featuring Hope Davis,
Liev Schreiber and Parker Posey),
followed a dysfunctional Long Island
fam ily on an event f ul drive into
Manhattan. His second, more famous
film, “Superbad,” was a super-crude
comedy starring t hen-u nk now ns
Jonah Hill and Michael Cera. In a
way, “Adventureland” strikes a middle
ground between the two.
Mot tola w rote t he scr ipt af ter
swapping “worst job” stories with a
group of writers on Judd Apatow’s
short-lived show for Fox, “Undeclared”
(Mottola directed several episodes).
“All the stories got laughs,” he recalled,
“and one of my friends said, ‘You
should really write about this.’”
The result is a gently sat irical,
ultimately affectionate portrait of a
park and its people. Bill Hader and
K risten Wiig, bot h of “Sat urday
Night Live,” play the cheesy but good-

hearted husband-and-wife managers.
Ryan Reynolds stars as a handsome
maintenance man with an eye for
young girls. Martin Starr (“Superbad”)
play s a n overeduc ated ac adem ic
resigned to underemployment — the
ghost of James’ future.
Mottola also captures the cliques
and hierarchies that develop among
the young staff. The cool girls wear
acid-wash jeans and dance to Expose’s
“Poi nt of No Ret u r n” wh ile t he
outcasts chug fifths of liquor in the
parking lot. A social divide separates
the good-looking “rides guys” from the
nerdier “games guys.” There are afterwork parties, drunken hookups and
the first stirrings of love in abandoned
roller-coaster cars. Meanwhile, the
customers come and go, unaware of
the dramas raging behind the tent
flaps.
To play Mottola’s alter ego, Eisenberg
said he spoke with the writer-director
not only about his real-life experiences
but about creating a sense of location.
“The park is really emblematic of this
faded glory,” Eisenberg said. “There’s
this extravagant public display, but
right behind it is the gritty underbelly
of the park, where the more romantic
scenes take place. That’s where the
characters feel more at home.”
A musement park s are “a g reat
metaphor,” Mottola said. “They can
be these really stupid, boring places
— and then the sun can go down
and a breeze can be blowing and an
attractive girl can be talking to you
and flirting a little bit. And a great
song can come on, something you
really love, on the loudspeaker. And
with the twinkling lights, it can be a
really beautiful place.”

Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecockfeatures@sc.edu
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The Scene
@ USC

Inside the Box ◆ By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock

CAROLINE, OR CHANGE
8 p.m., $14
Workshop Theatre

Whiteboard ◆ By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock

TOMORROW

TODAY

PhD ◆ By Jorge Chan

ACOUSTIC CAFÉ
9:30 p.m., free
Russell House Starbucks

MR. B’S GOODTIME KARAOKE EXPLOSION
8 p.m., free
Art Bar, 1211 Park St.

COLISEUM, POPULATION CONTROL, THANK
GOD, YOUNG LIVERS
7 p.m., $10
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

WENDY AND LUCY
3, 6 and 8 p.m., $6.50
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.

VERSEWORKS OPEN MIC NITE
8:30 p.m., free
Art Bar, 1211 Park St.

T HIS OR T HE A P O CA LY P SE, IN T O T HE
DEPTHS
8 p.m., $5
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

CAROLINE, OR CHANGE
8 p.m., $14
Workshop Theatre

HOROSCOPES

03/31/09

1234567890-=
ARIES You’re breaking
through to the next level
of understanding. You’re
finding ways to get around
the barriers. Don’t give up.
T AU R U S The
problem will not be solved
by throwing money at it.
Imagination and work are
required to create value, and
it can be done again.
GEM INI

Travel is
good now, and so is doing
business overseas. Expand
your inf luence to more of
the rest of the world. This
gives you an excuse to learn
another language, too.

C A NCER

Yo u ’ l l
get the most information
through the grapevine now.
Ask a person who knows the
person who k nows what’s
going on. No need to let that

one k now you k now what
you know, by the way.

LEO

Yo u r f r i e n d s
ap p r e c i at e y ou r e f f or t s
and love listening to your
stories. Though you swear
all your adventures are true,
sometimes they wonder.

VIRGO There’s a lot
riding on this outcome, but
you don’t have to worr y.
You’ve got you r rout i ne
worked out and you’ve been
practicing.
LIBRA You’re learning
as you go along, and you’re a
quick study. You’re watching
what t he ex per t s do and
listening to what they say.

SCORPIO

Check the
papers for special “going out
of business” sales. Something
you’ve been wa nt i ng for

your home is now affordable.

S AGI T TA R I US
Don’t worry about a person
who seems to oppose you
at ever y t u r n. Treat t he
arg u ment light hear tedly
and win your adversary over.

C A PR ICOR N

The
workday’s fast and furious,
with barely a moment to rest.
Fancy ice cream? Chocolate
truffles?

AQUA R I US

In
a brilliant f lash of insight,
you see the answer clearly.
Something you recently read
about provides the clue you
needed.

PISCES After a stressful
confrontation, it’s good to
settle down in the comfort of
your own home, surrounded
by people you love.

ACROSS
1 Makeshift
8 Some metamorphic
rocks
15 Sicilian wine
16 Removal mark
17 Rigby of the
Beatles song
18 Tropical malady
19 Diamond gal
20 Lowest high tide
22 Hand tool for
holding
23 Befuddled
25 Old English bard
27 Like some cereals
28 Slammin’ Sammy
30 John Hersey book
32 Absorbed in
thought

03/31/09

for 03/30/09

34 Go in search of

3 Vague threat

35 Old draft org.

4 O.T. book

38 Tentacled mollusk

5 Novelist Ernest

40 Opposite of NNW

6 Lotion ingredients

41 Makes a decision

7 Jumping from a

43 Spanish island

plane

45 Anterior ﬂappers

8 Theology sch.

47 Safe

9 Junk

51 Refrain sounds

10 British greetings

52 Canter or trot

11 Rider and

54 Novelist Kingsley

Bowman

55 Some wading

12 Certainties

birds

13 Some Roman

57 Zubenelgenubi or

galleys

Dubhe

14 Marine predator

39 605

58 Jed of “The Chris

59 Menlo Park initials

21 Chemical warfare

42 Peter of “Being

Isaak Show”

60 Bat stickum

agent

There”

61 Actor Alejandro

62 Repeating

24 Bill

44 Drivers’ org.

63 Alphabet trio

64 Rest upon

26 Part of speech

46 Turkey feature

65 Electra’s brother

29 __ volente (God

48 Capital of Transkei

66 Succinctly

willing)

49 Tropical creepers

67 Ilie of tennis

31 Olfactory stimulant

50 Pestilent ﬂy

33 1901

53 Part of the

35 Tender regard

Carpathians

1 Odors

36 Playful

56 Spinnaker or

2 Eye for an eye

37 Sieve

spanker

DOWN

Solutions from 03/30/09
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Buzzer beaters
benchmark of
NCAA tourney
Last Saturday’s Big East
battle ranks among best ever

Alan Tauber / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Junior first baseman Nick Ebert catches a ground ball during earlier this spring. Ebert leads the team with a .995 fielding percentage.

Alan Tauber and Sam Bennett / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Left: Ebert celebrates hitting his sixth homerun of the season
against Wofford. Right: Ebert listens to the “Star Spangled
Banner” prior to USC’s game against Georgia State.

Alan Tauber / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Ebert gets into his batting stance waiting for a pitch during South Carolina’s game against Old Dominion University on March 10.

Ebert hitting stride in first season
Junior first baseman off
to hot start, looks for more
against SEC competition
Sam Davis

STAFF WRITER

Nick Ebert couldn’t have asked
for a better start to the season on
the baseball diamond.
Entering the March 20 series
aga i nst t he LSU Tigers, t he
junior fi rst basemen sat atop the
SEC in batting average by over 50
points with the only average in the
league over .500. He also led the
conference in slugging percentage
and on base percentage.
“I definitely went above what
we all thought I could do,” Ebert
said about his hot start. “I expect
myself to play like that. Anything
less, and I need to be working
harder.”
But since the beginning of the
LSU series when the Gamecocks
were unable to keep up with the
Tigers, Ebert’s production has
slowed down. In a recent fivegame stretch beginning on March
20, Ebert hit just 2-18 for a .111
batting average.

Despite t he str uggle, Ebert
found himself among the leaders
in batting average (.413), backed
up by power numbers that no
coach could argue with. That’s
why USC coach R ay Ta n ner
wouldn’t express any concerns
about the first basemen’s brief dip
in production.
“He’s been so good earlier on,
just because he hasn’t maintained
that pace doesn’t mean he’s not
hitting well. He was hitting over
.500 going into [the LSU] weekend
and it was impossible to keep that
pace,” Tanner said. “Maybe his atbats haven’t been as good as they
were, but he did homer last night
[College of Charleston, March
23]. So, we think he’ll get it going
again.”
Although Ebert hasn’t reached
base quite so many times as of
late, many of his outs have been
hit hard, but right at a fielder.
“All I can ask for is to hit the ball
hard. If I keep hitting them hard
and it keeps getting caught, all I
can do is tip my hat,” Ebert said.
“I’m just going to keep putting
good swings on the ball and that’s
all I can do. W hen you’re hot,
you’ll get a little jam hit and it
falls in for a hit. But when you’re

cold, you’ll hit one hard and it
gets caught. I’m really not worried
about it.”
While stuck in a small struggle
at t he plate, t he 6 -foot f i rst
baseman still found some less
traditional ways to get on base to
help the team’s cause. Ebert was
hit by a pitch in two of Carolina’s
last four games, one hitting him
on the hand and the other on the
arm.
Put t ing any br uising aside,
number 47 saw the silver lining.
“I was glad to just get on base,”
Ebert said. “If I can get on base
anyway and help my team win, it’s
a good thing.”
Amidst his breakout year for
USC, now 18-7 (4-5 SEC), many
forget that Ebert is playing his first
year as a full-time fi rst baseman.
Last year, he played primarily at
third base, hitting 10 home runs
and 35 RBI while splitting time
on the diamond at Central Florida
Community College.
“It’s a new position for me. But
you still have to field; you still
have to catch and all that stuff,”
Ebert said. “It’s a new spot and I’m
learning, but I’m feeling pretty
comfortable.”
Soon, he’ll tie both marks as

he currently boasts nine round
trippers and 27 RBI while posting
an impressive .379 batting average
— all with more than half the
season still left to play.
This past weekend, t he
G a mecock s took a t r ip to
Lexington, Ky., to take on the
Wildcats for their biggest series of
the year. After a tough week at the
dish, Ebert was primed for power.
In game one, Ebert came to
the plate with the bases loaded
and did what all power hitters do
— take the first pitch he saw and
launch it over the right field wall
for Carolina’s fi rst grand slam of
the season. The homer should also
end any talk about Ebert’s minislump, being his second dinger in
three games.
All in all, Ebert knows there’s
a lot of baseball left to be played,
and to have USC moving toward
the top of the SEC he’ll have
to pace himself without getting
frustrated over tough games.
“The season isn’t a sprint — it’s
a marathon,” Ebert said. “You’re
going to go t hrough ups and
downs.”

Comments on this story? E-mail
sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

T he b u z z e r b e at e r : t he mo s t
beautiful thing in sports. And in March
Madness, there is nothing as dramatic
as a buzzer beater. Over
the years, from the first
round to the finals of
the NCAA tournament,
various moments and
players have become
pa r t of M a rc h lore.
SAM BARKER C h r i s t i a n L aet t ner,
Ty u s E d n e y, B r y c e
Second-year
Drew — all legends of
print
the tournament. After
journalism
the Villanova-Pittsburgh
student
game, I started to
compile a list of the greatest buzzer
beaters. Here’s what I came up with.
5) Bryce Drew, Valparaiso vs. Ole
Miss 1998
Br yce Drew, a senior guard for
his father’s No. 13 Valparaiso team,
provided the definitive moment for
mid-major schools in t he NC A A
tournament. The former Mr. Indiana
basketball in 1994, Drew played all four
years under his dad, Homer Drew, at
Valpo. In the first round, down 69-67
to fourth-seeded Ole Miss with only 2.5
seconds left, Drew provided a moment
that will forever live in March history.
Drew launched a 23-foot 3-pointer as
time expired to win the game over the
heavily favored Rebels.
4) Tyus Edney, UCLA vs. Missouri
1995
UCLA won their 11th championship
in 1995, but it could have been an early
second-round exit had it not been for
Tyus Edney. The top-ranked Bruins
were down one to the eighth-seeded
Missouri Tigers with 4.8 seconds left.
Rather then turn to star Ed O’Bannon,
Coach Jim Harrick looked to Edney
to win the game. Edney went coast to
coast, outmaneuvered the Missouri
defenders, dribbled behind the back and
finished the play with a tough lay-up as
time expired to win the game 75-74.
3) Scottie Reynolds, Villanova vs.
Pittsburgh 2009
In a classic, brutal and incredible
game, these two Big East heavyweights
gave us the game of the tournament
— if not t he decade — t his past
weekend. Villanova, up by as many as
10 over the top-seeded Pitt Panthers,
nearly gave the game away after an
ill-advised inbounds pass gave Levance
Fields of Pitt two free throws to tie
the game, which he coolly did. With
only 5.5 seconds left, star Villanova
guard Scottie Reynolds streaked up
the court, weaving in and out of the
defense, and lofted a floater that rose
above the outstretched arm of defender
Dejuan Blair, giving the Wildcats the
78-76 win.
2) Lorenzo Charles, NC State vs.
Houston 1983
A last-second du n k . A 10 -loss
team winning the championship. A
coaching legend running around the
court looking for someone to hug.
Arguably the most lasting moment
of college basketball, the 1983 title
game had it all. The “Cardiac Pack” of
NC State was up against the powerful
Houston Cougars and future NBA
Hall of Famers Hakeem Olajuwon
and Clyde Drexler. With the game
tied at 52 with 44 seconds left, the
Wolfpack made 17 passes before guard
Deereck Whittenburg threw up a long
shot with three seconds left. The shot,
clearly short, was caught by a streaking
Lorenzo Charles and slammed home as
time expired to win.
1) Christian Laettner, Duke vs.
Kentucky 1992
Ever y year in t he commercials
leading up to March Madness, the final
clip is always the Laettner shot. In the
1992 semi-final game, the Kentucky
Wildcats faced off against the Duke
Blue Devils in a battle between two
of the most respected programs in
history. With the Wildcats up by one
in overtime with 2.1 seconds left to go,
Grant Hill took the inbounds pass and
launched it to star player Laettner, who
stood with his back to the opposing
basket. Laettner had the nerve to take
a dribble, and fake out the defender
before he shot. The ball hit nothing
but net as time expired, giving the
Blue Devils a 104-103 win. Laettner
finished the night with 31 points off
of 10-10 shooting from the field and
10-10 shooting from the foul line ... the
perfect night.
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Place a Classified ad: p

803-777-3888

•

f 803-777-6482

•

www.dailygamecock.com
Major credit cards accepted

Line classified ad rates
First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds
E-mail:

Announcements
LOW interet rates + LOW home prices
TIME TO BUY! Call me about the
NEW $8000 Federal First-Time
Home Buyer Tax Credit.
www.jmcmahan@russellandjeffcoat.com
Jim McMahan 608-3599

Apartments
4BR 4BA utilities fully fur $560/mo
@Garnet River Walk. Call 770-715-8545
Walk to USC- Clean & Quiet 2BR 1BA
$525 w/deposit. 776-5405.
*ASPYRE*Downtown Living

Starting @ $549 per BR!

DEADLINE

Housing-Sale
LUXURY DOWNTOWN CONDOS
From $102,500 518-2189
www.elmwoodplacecolumbia.com

Help Wanted
Advertising Sale & Marketing Internships
Earn $$$ plus commissions and gain
valuable sales and mktg. experience
working for Plan-It South Carolina the
FREE daily planer for students @ SC
Bookstore.
GREAT
RESUME
BOOSTER!! email your resume to
col109.oc101@hiredesk.net for more
information

•

Office hours: M-F

Help Wanted
Child Care
SITTER NEEDED MAY-AUG - M-F 3-5
in May and FT/PT summer sitter needed
for 11 and 8 y.o. Rel trans req Edu maj
pref. mdorn@cisco.com or Milbre at
463-0687.

Help Wanted
Summer Camps

laspyre.com 803-400-1570
Come join us at Cornell Arms Apts for
our Fall Semester Pre-leasing Event
1230 Pendleton St. April 3rd 10-4pm
Refreshments Served Leasing Specials

Housing-Rent
Apartments & Homes Near USC
Hawkins Properties 799-0804
Summer Sublease! 1BR in Olympia
avail. May 15th-July 31. Only $200 rent
for May. Must like dogs! 571-212-6043.
Modern Rosewood Home Extral Cool
2BR 2BA w/office.Maple flrs. Stainless
appl. & counters $1,000/mo 513-9354
CAYCE AVENUES - Near dwntwn
1026 K Ave Great 3BR 1.5BA fenced yd
LG attic, move 2day 917-6882.
Room for Rent - Clean 3BR house near
USC. Free cable & int. 803-984-7492

PT RECEPTIONIST - Needed at Spring
Valley Animal Hospital. Afternoon hrs.
apply in person at 8913 Two Notch road
9am-3pm. NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.
Sodexho @ THE NATIONAL ADVOCACY CENTER is now accepting applications for a PT front desk clerk. This is
a great opportunity to gain experience in
a hotel atmosphere. Qualified applicant
must be able to work a flex sched, and
must be planing on being in Columbia
this summer. $7.75/hr.. Apply in person M-F 9am-4pm (Bring a copy of
your Spring ‘09 class schedule and
attach it to your application.)
The National Advocacy Center
1620 Pendleton St.
EEO/a Drug Free Workplace

Tri-City & Lexington Leisure Centers seeking fun, enthusiastic and responsible Summer Day Camp Counselors to
work 8/hr shifts between the hours of
7am-6pm M-F. No nights/No Weekends. Call Will at Tri-City 939-9309 or
Justin at Lexington 957-7828

Services
PREGNANT, NEED HELP? FREE
pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165

WHY TAKE IT HOME? Store With Us
Summer Special! Call for Details
Advantage Self Storage 695-9991

Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

Additional options

Noon, 1 business day prior to publication

sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu

Additional Info

Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

8:30 am - 5 pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

